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The utilization of Internet technology is widely practiced by the entire 
population of the globe, including Indonesia, Japan and United States. During its 
development, applied technology became a “double-edged sword”, in addition to the 
mankind welfare; it is used for unlawful acts. Most copyrighted works that can be 
reformed to digitize have big probability to duplicate over the Internet and physical 
piracy. Illegal downloading, uploading and file sharing became common activities 
among the citizenry. Indonesian legislation was low respond to follow the advance of 
Internet technology. Consequently, legal enforcement is performed only among the 
spread of illegal contents and pirate products. While, copyright industries face new 
growing problems with digital piracy; flash drivers, smartphones, tablets and other 
high mobile technologies. In some countries, these devices are preloaded with illegal 
content even before they are sold. Accompanied by the government, they try to find 
the solutions to stop the physical and online piracy. The thesis examines the 
comparison copyright law system with the cases analysis among Japan, USA and 
Indonesia. This thesis also describes how international regulations give influence to 
the members in enforcing the criminal penalties and fines. It is also valuable that 
copyright legislation alone will not answer all the Internet’s challenges. A concrete 
harmonization both, efficient enforcement system, technology, procedurally, society 
and institutionally, is required.  
 
  
 
 
 



